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ABSTRACT
To enable dynamic spectrum access, service providers with spare

spectrum (sellers) trade with those who are in need of additional

spectrum (buyers). In a spectrum market, the transaction result is

essentially a match between sellers and buyers. Though it is tempt-

ing to optimize the matching over certain utility functions, a stable

matching is more desirable, since it takes into account a diverse

set of preferences of buyers and sellers, and produces a matching

result which no participants have incentives to deviate from. While

existing works on spectrum matching only consider the maximum
number of channels a buyer can purchase, in real-world scenarios,

the minimum spectrum requirement should be satisfied to sup-

port the proper operation of wireless communication. To address

this issue, in this paper, we present a new framework of spectrum

matching with both maximum and minimum requirements. Differ-

ent from conventional matching problems, the spectrum market

poses distinctive challenges due to spectrum reusability. Instead of

being sold exclusively to just one buyer, the same channel can be

reused by multiple buyers who are not interfering with each other.

To tackle this problem, we design a novel algorithm, called Extended

Deferred Acceptance (EDA), that converges to an interference-free

matching and guarantees the minimum spectrum requirement. We

theoretically prove the stability of the matching result. Our simu-

lation results show that EDA can achieve a 100% coverage on the

minimum requirements, while alternative benchmark algorithms

fail to do so, and buyers are more satisfied with the matching result

of EDA than that of alternative algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Spectrum is an indispensable resource for wireless communica-

tion, yet it is also a limited resource, strained for supporting the

ever-increasing wireless traffic. To make the best use of available

spectrum and to avoid under-utilization due to static spectrum as-

signments, dynamic spectrum access has emerged to allow wireless

service providers to buy or sell spare channels according to their

demands [5, 10].

In a spectrum market, the transaction of spectrum is essentially

a matching between spectrum sellers and buyers. As opposed to

optimizing the matching over certain utility functions, a stable

matching is more desirable for a free spectrum market, due to two

important reasons. First, buyers and sellers are selfish individuals,

acting out of their own interests, which are not necessarily aligned

with the system optimization. While optimal matching may only

be enforced, stable matching takes into account individual prefer-

ences of buyers and sellers, producing a matching result that no

participants have incentives to deviate from. Second, optimization

solvers are usually computationally hard, suffering from scalability

problems, whereas the running time of stable matching algorithms

is polynomial.

Stable matching for college admission problems was first studied

by Gale and Shapley in their pioneering work [12], in which the

Deferred Acceptance (DA) algorithm was proposed to match stu-

dents to schools subject to maximum quotas of the schools. Since

https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3084041.3084062
https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3084041.3084062
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then, stable matching has been widely applied to resource alloca-

tion in computer science, such as virtual machine management

in the cloud [24], user association in small cells [22], and spec-

trum sharing in device-to-device communication [15]. However,

unlike traditional matching problems, spectrum matching features

reusability: in wireless communications, due to signal attenuation,

two transmission pairs who are distant enough will not interfere

with each other, thus can reuse the same channel
1
. This indicates

that a seller is allowed to sell her channel to multiple buyers as

long as they do not interfere with each other, which poses special

challenges for stable matching.

Spectrum matching was first studied in [6], in which an adapted

two-stage deferred acceptance algorithmwas designed to accommo-

date spectrum reusability and to produce a stable matching result.

However, in [6], it is only designated that every buyer has a maxi-

mum quota that cannot be exceeded, but in real-world scenarios,

in order to support proper operations of wireless communications,

buyers also have a minimum spectrum requirement that should be

satisfied. Since the classic deferred acceptance algorithm cannot ad-

dress the minimum requirement in matching, Fragiadakis et al. [11]
proposed an extended deferred acceptance algorithm for the school

admission problem where schools have maximum and minimum

quotas. Nevertheless, as discussed before, the algorithm cannot be

directly applied to spectrum matching due to its unique feature of

spectrum reusability.

In this paper, we aim at designing a stable matching algorithm

for the spectrum market, where buyers with a maximum quota and

a minimum requirement intend to purchase channels, and sellers

may sell the same channel to multiple non-interfering buyers (spec-

trum reuse). We start by clarifying the matching framework and

the concept of stability in terms of spectrum matching, as an inter-

ference constraint should be imposed for the final matching result.

To address the heterogeneity of spectrum, different interference

graphs are constructed to determine spectrum reuse for different

channels.

We first propose an Adapted Deferred Acceptance (ADA) al-

gorithm for spectrum matching without the minimum require-

ment, which takes advantage of spectrum reusability, and yields

an interference-free matching. Then, inspired by [11], we design

an Extended Deferred Acceptance (EDA) algorithm for spectrum

matching with a minimum requirement. The main idea is to first

divide each buyer into a regular buyer and an extended buyer with

carefully-set maximum quotas but no minimum requirements, and

then tailor the deferred acceptance rules for the two types of buyers,

respectively. We theoretically prove that the final matching result

is stable.

We evaluate the performance of EDA through extensive simu-

lations, comparing it to ADA and the matching process of a well-

known double auction mechanism, called TAMES [7]. Unlike EDA,

neither ADA nor TAMES can meet the minimum requirement of

all buyers. Moreover, buyers are also happier with the matching

result of EDA than those of ADA or TAMES.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first re-

view related works in Section 2, and then describe the systemmodel

of the spectrum market in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the

1
We refer to the divisible units of spectrum as channels.

framework of spectrum matching with maximum and minimum

requirements, as well as the concept of stability. In 5, we present

the proposed algorithms to achieve the objective of stable spectrum

matching. Simulation results are demonstrated in Section 6, and

we summarize our work in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
Auction-based Spectrum Allocation. The double auction is also

an important spectrum allocation paradigm for dynamic spectrum

access. In double auctions, a third-party auctioneer executes certain

auction mechanisms to decide the spectrum allocation based on the

bids of buyers and the asks of sellers, which is indeed a matching

process. Such a matching is enforced by the auctioneer, whose

objective is usually revenue maximization or truthfulness. While

matching results with these properties are desirable, they may

not be achieved in the absence of a centralized controller, i.e., the

auctioneer, because selfish buyers and sellers have incentives to

deviate from the matching result if they have better choices. A

truthful spectrum double auction was first proposed in [25]. To

deal with spectrum heterogeneity, truthful auction mechanisms

were designed in [7, 9]. Typical revenue maximization auction

mechanisms include [1, 13, 17, 18].

Stable Matching. Stable matching has been extensively studied

since 1962, when Gale and Shapley first analyzed the school admis-

sion problem [12] and proposed deferred acceptance algorithm to

achieve a stable matching [21]. Variants of matching problems in

economics have been examined in [4, 8, 19, 20]. Stable matching has

been widely used for resource allocation in computer science. In

[24], algorithms were proposed to match heterogeneous sized jobs

to virtual machines in the cloud. In [22], matching framework was

designed to associate users to small cells. In [15], device-to-device

users were matched to cellular users for resource sharing. In [2, 3],

a friendly jammer was matched to a transmission pair to help pro-

tect them from eavesdropping. Matching problems with minimum

quotas were studied in [8, 11, 14, 16]. Specifically, an extended de-

ferred acceptance algorithm was proposed in [11] to achieve stable

matching results. However, these matching algorithms cannot be

directly applied to spectrum matching, due to the unique feature of

spectrum reusibility.

3 SYSTEM MODEL
Market participants. In a free spectrum market, service providers

with spare channels serve as sellers, and service providers who

need additional channels serve as buyers. Assume that seller s owns
ms channels. Inspired by the idea in [7], we createms dummies

for seller s , each of whom possesses one channel
2
. Let

∑
s ms =

M denote the total number of all available channels, and M =

{1, 2, ...,M } denote the set of these channels. We use the index in-

terchangeably for a seller and her channel, e.g., seller s’s channel is
referred to as channel s . Therefore, we haveM virtual sellers and ev-

ery seller trades exactly one channel. In the remainder of this paper,

we omit the term “virtual" without confusion. Let N = {1, 2, ...,N }
denote the set of buyers. To ensure the operation of her base station

2
For simplicity, we assume that channels are independent from each other, so they

can be considered separately. In combinatorial auctions, different combinations of

channels may be different, making the spectrum allocation much more complicated.

We will consider the combination of channels in future works.
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or terminal device, buyer c has a minimum spectrum requirement

of lc . Although buyer c is willing to acquire as many channels as

possible, she has a maximum quota of hc due to limitations such as

the budget constraint.

Interference relationship. The key feature of spectrum is reusabil-

ity, which must conform to interference constraints. Interference

relationship among buyers is usually characterized by interference

graph, in which the nodes denote buyers, and two nodes share an

edge if the two buyers interfere with each other. Different chan-

nels have different transmission ranges, resulting in a diversity

of interference relationships. To capture such heterogeneity [7],

we construct a series of interference graphs {Gs = (N ,Es )}Ms=1, in
which es ∈ Es connects a pair of interfering buyers on channel s .
Let esc,c ′ ∈ {0, 1} denote the interference status between buyers c

and c ′ regarding channel s . If esc,c ′ = 0, buyer c, c ′ can reuse the

same channel.

Preferences of buyers and sellers. In a conventional matching

framework, a buyer/seller expresses her preferences towards differ-

ent sellers/buyers through a preference list, which is a complete,

reflexive and transitive relation. Nevertheless, the preference list

defined over individual buyer/seller is not enough for spectrum

matching. For example, let ≻s denote the preference list of seller

s , and we have c1 ≻s c2 ≻s c3 ≻s c4. If buyer c1, c4 can reuse the

same channel, and buyer c2, c3 can reuse the same channel, we

cannot decide whether {c1, c4} is more preferred than {c2, c3}. One
possible solution is to define the preference list of a seller over all

combinations of buyers, which is undesirable since the number of

possible combinations is 2
N
, and many combinations consisting

interfering buyers are invalid. To address this problem, we bor-

row the concept of bid from spectrum auction
3
. Buyer c has a bid

vector Bc = (b1c ,b
2

c , ...,b
M
c ), in which bsc is the price she is willing

to pay for channel s . The preference list of buyer c can be simply

constructed as follows:

s ≻c s
′ ⇔ bsc ≥ bs

′

c .

If bsc = b
s ′
c , we can randomly determine their preference relation.

A seller always prefers to sell her channel to a set of buyers whose

aggregate price is higher, as long as they do not interfere with

each other. Let A,B ⊆ N denote two subsets of buyers, seller s
prefers A to B if: 1) A contains only non-interfering buyers, and

the aggregate bid of A is higher than that of B, or; 2) A contains

only non-interfering buyers, but B does not.

A ≻s B ⇐⇒



∀c, c ′ ∈ A, esc,c ′ = 0,
∑
c ∈A bsc >

∑
c ∈B b

s
c , or

∃c, c ′ ∈ B, esc,c ′ = 1.

If

∑
c ∈A bsc =

∑
c ∈B b

s
c , or bothA andB contain interfering buyers,

we can randomly determine their preference relation.

4 SPECTRUMMATCHING FRAMEWORK
4.1 Basic Model
We formally define spectrum matching as follows.

3
In spectrum auction, bids are important for determining the price paid by buyers to

sellers, but the spectrum allocation in auction is bid-independent in order to guarantee

truthfulness [7]. In this paper, we only target at a stable matching result, but not the

price determination. We will consider it as a future direction.

Definition 4.1 (Spectrum Matching). Given the set of sellersM

and the set of buyers N , a spectrum matching is a mapping µ:

M ∪N → 2
N ∪ 2

M
, such that:

• For every seller s ∈ M, µ (s ) ⊆ N .

• For every buyer c ∈ N , µ (c ) ⊆ M.

• For every seller s and buyer c , s ∈ µ (c ) if and only if c ∈
µ (s ).

The major differences that separate spectrum matching from

common goods matching [11] are interference constraint and cor-

responding spectrum reusability. A common item can only be sold

to one buyer, hence we have µ (s ) ∈ N in [11]. However, in spec-

trum matching, we can match a set of non-interfering buyers to the

same channel, i.e., µ (s ) ⊆ N , which significantly improves spectral

efficiency, but makes it more difficult to reach a stable matching.

A spectrum matching is feasible only if it satisfies the interfer-

ence constraint, the maximum quota and the minimum require-

ment.

Definition 4.2 (Feasible Spectrum Matching). A spectrum match-

ing is feasible, if it satisfies:

• Interference constraint. For every seller s ∈ M, ∀c, c ′ ∈
µ (s ), esc,c ′ = 0, i.e., buyers matched to the same seller

should be interference-free.

• Maximum quota and minimum requirement. For every

buyer c ∈ N , lc ≤ |µ (c ) | ≤ hc , i.e., the number of channels

matched to a buyer should be no fewer than her minimum

requirement and no greater than her maximum quota.

4.2 Properties
Buyers and sellers are selfish and rational individuals who will

break off from the matching result if they have better choices. A

stable spectrum matching features individual rationality, fairness,
and nonwastefulness.

Definition 4.3 (Individual Rationality). A feasible spectrummatch-

ing µ is individually rational if:

• Every buyer prefers the current set of matched channels

to any of its subsets.

• Every seller prefers the current set of matched buyers to

any of its subsets.

Being individually rational is the basis of a stable matching. To

define fairness, we have to introduce the concept of type I blocking

pair, which is tailored under the framework of spectrum matching.

Definition 4.4 (Type I Blocking Pair). Given a feasible spectrum

matching µ, buyer c and seller s form a type I blocking pair (s, c ), if:

(1) Seller s prefers buyer c to some of her currently matched

buyers, and buyer c does not interfere with other buyers

currently matched to seller s .
(2) Buyer c prefers channel s to one of her currently matched

channels.

Mathematically speaking, buyer c and seller s form a type I blocking

pair (s, c ), if:

(1) ∃A ⊆ µ (s ), {c} ≻s A, and ∀c
′ ∈ µ (s ) \ A, ec,c ′ = 0.

(2) ∃s ′ ∈ µ (c ), s ≻c s
′
.
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The type I block pair makes a spectrum matching unstable be-

cause buyer c can replace a less-preferred channel s ′ with a more-

preferred channel s , and seller s may gain a higher profit by evicting

a certain set of buyersA and let buyer c reuse her channel with the

remaining buyers. Different from the definition of type I blocking

pair in [11], due to interference constraint, it is required that buyer

c is not only superior to the buyer set A, but also interference-free

from all other buyers in µ (s ) \ A.

Definition 4.5 (Fairness). A feasible spectrum matching µ is fair

if and only if there are no type I blocking pairs.

Apart from the type I blocking pair, we also have the type II

blocking pair.

Definition 4.6 (Type II Blocking Pair). Given a feasible spectrum

matching µ, buyer c and seller s form a type II blocking pair (s, c ),
if:

(1) Seller s prefers buyer c to some of her currently matched

buyers, and buyer c does not interfere with other buyers

currently matched to seller s .
(2) Buyer c can purchase channel s without violating her max-

imum quota.

Mathematically speaking, seller s and buyer c form a type II blocking

pair (s, c ), if:

(1) ∃A ⊆ µ (s ), {c} ≻s A, and ∀c
′ ∈ µ (s ) \ A, ec,c ′ = 0.

(2) |µ (c ) | < hc .

The type II blocking pair makes a spectrum matching unstable

because buyer c can acquire one more channel under her maximum

quota, and the purchase can benefit seller s as well.

Definition 4.7 (Nonwastefulness). A feasible spectrum matching

µ is nonwasteful if and only if there are no type II blocking pairs.

The difference between type I and type II blocking pairs is

whether or not a buyer will abandon a currently matched channel

for a more-preferred channel. If yes, this results in a type I blocking

pair; otherwise, this leads to a type II blocking pair.

Definition 4.8 (Strong Stability). A feasible spectrum matching µ
is strongly stable if it is individual rational, fair and non-wasteful.

5 STABLE SPECTRUMMATCHING
In this section, we first consider spectrum matching without min-

imum requirement, and adapt the deferred acceptance algorithm

to account for spectrum reusability. Then, based on the adapted

deferred acceptance algorithm, we develop a stable matching algo-

rithm that fulfill the minimum requirement of buyers.

5.1 Spectrum Matching Without Minimum
Requirement

The traditional deferred acceptance algorithm, designed to solve

the school admission problem, runs as follows [12]. There is a set

of students to be admitted to a set of schools, each with a maxi-

mum quota. In the first round, each student applies for her favorite

school. Among all applicants, a school with a maximum quota of h
temporarily puts the top h most-preferred students in its waiting

list, or all students if the number of applicants is smaller than h;

Algorithm 1 Adapted Deferred Acceptance (ADA) Algorithm for

Spectrum Matching

Input: Preference lists of all buyers ≻c ,∀c ∈ N , preference lists of

all sellers ≻s ,∀s ∈ M, maximum quotas of buyers, hc ,∀c ∈ N ,

interference graph Gs ,∀s ∈ M.

Output: A spectrum matching µ.
1: ∀c ∈ N , µ (c ) = Φ, the waiting listWc = Φ.
2: ∀s ∈ M, µ (s ) = Φ, the candidate list As = N .

3: while ∃As , Φ do
4: for all Seller s with non-empty As do
5: Qs := set of buyers that satisfies c ∈ As , ∀c

′ ∈

µ (s ), ec,c ′ = 0.

6: Find the maximum weighted independent set on Qs as

Qmax
s .

7: end for
8: if ∀s,Qmax

s = Φ then
9: Return µ.
10: else
11: for all Buyer c ∈ Qmax

s do
12: Seller s applies for buyer c .
13: Seller s removes buyer c from her candidate list, As =

As \ {c}.
14: Buyer c adds seller s to her waiting list,Wc =Wc ∪ {s}.
15: end for
16: end if
17: for all Buyer c with non-emptyWc do
18: Buyer c accepts no more than hc most-preferred channels

inWc ∪ µ (c ) as the new µ (c ), and rejects others.

19: Clear the waiting listWc = Φ.
20: end for
21: Every seller s updates her matching µ (s ).
22: end while
23: Return µ.

other applicants are rejected. In the following rounds, each rejected

student applies for her most-preferred school that has never re-

jected her before. Each school updates its waiting list by selecting

the top h students among the current applicants and those in the

previous waiting list. This process is repeated until all students

have exhausted the schools that they can apply for.

To adapt the original deferred acceptance algorithm to incorpo-

rate spectrum reusability, we assume that lc = 0,∀c ∈ N , so that

there is no minimum requirement for any buyer. We view sellers

as students, and buyers as schools with maximum quotas. Instead

of applying for only one buyer at each round, a seller can apply

for a set of non-interfering buyers. As shown in Algorithm 1, we

start with an empty matching. As denotes the candidate buyers

that seller s has not applied for. The algorithm runs as follows.

(1) In each round, seller s first chooses a subset of buyers inAs
that do not interfere with any buyers in µ (c ), denoted by

Qs (line 7), then finds the maximumweighted independent

set among these buyers based on their bids, denoted by

Qmax
s (line 8). Qmax

s is the best set of buyers that seller s
can apply for in the current round. If Qmax

s is empty for all
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Figure 1: A toy example of the Adapted Deferred Acceptance (ADA) algorithm (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 2 Spectrum Matching Transformation

Input: Buyer set N , seller setM, preference lists of buyers ≻c
,∀c ∈ N , preference lists of sellers ≻s ,∀s ∈ M, maximum

quota and minimum requirement of buyers lc ,hc ,∀c ∈ N ,

interference graph Gs ,∀s ∈ M.

Output: Buyer set Ñ , seller set M̃, preference lists of buyers

≻̃c ,∀c ∈ Ñ , preference lists of sellers ≻̃s ,∀s ∈ M̃, maximum

quotas of buyers h̃c ,∀c ∈ Ñ , interference graph G̃s ,∀s ∈ M̃.

1: M̃ =M. Ñ e = Φ, Ñ r = Φ.
2: for all c ∈ N do
3: Ñ e = Ñ e ∪ {ce }. Ñ r = Ñ r ∪ {cr }.
4: hcr = lc ,hce = hc − lc .
5: ≻̃cr := ≻̃ce :=≻c .

6: end for
7: Ñ = Ñ e ∪ Ñ r

.

8: for all s ∈ M do
9: Change ≻s := cs,1 ≻s cs,2 ≻s · · · into ≻̃s :=

crs,1 ≻̃s c
e
s,1 ≻̃s c

r
s,2 ≻̃s c

e
s,2 ≻̃s · · · .

10: for all c ∈ Gs do
11: Add cr and ce to G̃s .

12: cr and ce each inherits all edges of c in Gs
.

13: Create an edge between cr and ce .
14: end for
15: end for

sellers, the algorithm terminates and returns the matching

result (line 10∼12); otherwise, proceed to the next step.

(2) Seller s applies for every buyers in Qmax
s , and removes

them from her candidate set (line 14∼15). A buyer c who
has received applications will add the corresponding sellers

to her waiting listWc (line 16).

(3) A buyer c with non-empty waiting listWc will select no

more than hc most-preferred sellers fromWc ∪ µ (c ), and
reject others. Buyer c updates µ (c ) to be these selected

sellers (line 20).

(4) All sellers update their matching results according to those

of the buyers (line 23).

Toy Example. As shown in Fig. 1, there are three sellers (a ∼ c)
and five buyers (A ∼ E). The maximum quotas of buyers are

(hA,hB ,hC ,hD ,hE ) = (1, 1, 1, 2, 1). The interference graph on each

channel is shown in Fig. 1(a), and the values beside each node

are buyers’ heterogeneous bids for different channels. A buyer’s

preference list can be constructed from her bids for all channels.

Note that due to spectrum heterogeneity, the transmission range of

different channels are different, leading to heterogeneous interfer-

ence relationships. For example, buyerC and buyer E interfere with

each other on the long-transmission-range channel a, but do not

interfere with each other on the short-transmission-range channels

b and c . The process of the adapted deferred acceptance algorithm

is shown in Fig. 1(b)∼(e). To begin with, seller a,b and c each apply

for a set of non-interfering buyers with the maximum aggregate

bid on their own interference graph (Fig. 1(b)). Buyer D accepts

both channel a and b, since hD = 2. Buyer B has to reject seller b,
since hB = 1, and buyer B prefers channel a to channel b. Buyer
C and buyer E both accept channel c . In the second round, even

though the candidate set of seller a is not empty (Aa = {A,C,E}),
she cannot apply for any buyer since they all interfere with buyer

B or D, who are currently matched to seller a, i.e., Qmax
a = Φ. The

same is true for seller c . In contrast, seller b can apply for buyer

C who can reuse the channel with buyer D (Fig. 1(c)). Since the

maximum quota of buyer C is hC = 1, she has to give up channel c
for the more-preferred channel b. Thanks to this, in the third round,

seller c can apply for buyer A in her candidate set Ac = {A,B,D},
who interferes with buyer C but not with buyer E (Fig. 1(d)). We

can check that Qmax
s is empty for all sellers, and the final spectrum

matching result is given in Fig. 1(e).

5.2 Spectrum Matching With Minimum
Requirement

To address the minimum requirement in matching, we are inspired

by the extended deferred acceptance algorithm in [11] with mini-

mum spectrum requirement of buyers. The basic idea is to divide

each buyer into a regular buyer and an extended buyer. Let cr and
ce denote the regular and the extended buyer of the original buyer

c , respectively. By setting the maximum quota of the regular buyer

cr as hcr = lc , and the maximum quota of the extended buyer ce as

hce = hc − lc , we eliminate the minimum requirement of all buyers.

For common goods, if we reserve at least

∑
c lc items for regular

buyers (assign no more than E = N −
∑
c lc items to extended
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Algorithm 3 Extended Deferred Acceptance (EDA) Algorithm for

Spectrum Matching with Minimum Requirement

Input: Preference lists of buyers ≻̃c ,∀c ∈ Ñ , preference lists of

sellers ≻̃s ,∀s ∈ M, maximum quotas of buyers h̃c ,∀c ∈ Ñ ,

interference graph G̃s ,∀s ∈ M̃.

Output: Spectrum matching µ̃.

1: ∀c ∈ Ñ , µ̃ (c ) = Φ, the waiting listWc = Φ.

2: ∀s ∈ M̃, µ̃ (s ) = Φ, the candidate list As = Ñ .

3: while ∃As , Φ do
4: for all Seller s with non-empty As do
5: Find Qmax

s as in Algorithm 1.

6: end for
7: if ∀s,Qmax

s = Φ then
8: Return µ̃.
9: else
10: for all Buyer c ∈ Qmax

s do
11: Seller s applies for buyer c .
12: Seller s removes buyer c from her candidate list, As =

As \ {c}.
13: Buyer c adds seller s to her waiting list,Wc =Wc ∪ {s}.
14: end for
15: end if
16: for all Buyer c with non-empthWc do
17: if c ∈ Ñ r then
18: Buyer c accepts no more than h̃c channels inWc ∪ µ̃ (c ),

and reject others.

19: Clear the waiting listWc = Φ.
20: else
21: e = 0, j = 1.

22: for all c ∈ Ñ e do
23: Wc =Wc ∪ µ (c ), µ (c ) = Φ.
24: end for
25: while e < E and ∃ce ,Wce , Φ, |µ̃ (ce ) | < h̃ce do
26: if |µ (cej ) | < h̃cej andWcej , Φ then
27: Buyer cej chooses her most-preferred channel s in

Wcej , i.e., µ̃ (c
e
j ) = µ̃ (cej ) ∪ {s}.

28: Wcej =Wcej \ {s}.

29: e = e + 1.
30: end if
31: j = j + 1 mod |Ñ e |.

32: end while
33: end if
34: Wc = Φ.
35: end for
36: end while

buyers), their maximum quotas will be filled up, which means that

the minimum requirement of all original buyers will be satisfied.

Nevertheless, to calculate how many channels to withhold for reg-

ular buyers in spectrum matching is non-trivial. For example, there

are 4 buyers, none of whom interfere with each other, and each

with a minimum requirement of 1. Instead of reserving 4 channels,

we can just keep 1 channel for all buyers to reuse and fulfill their

minimum requirement. In the rest of this section, we first assume

that a number of E channels can be assigned to extended buyers

(N − E channels are reserved for regular buyers), and introduce the

extended deferred acceptance algorithm to reach a feasible stable

matching, then we explain how to compute E.

5.2.1 Matching Transformation. The transformation of the spec-

trum matching with minimum requirement into the spectrum

matching without minimum requirement is elaborated in Algo-

rithm 2. The seller setM is unchanged. The preference lists of the

regular buyer and the extended user are the same as the original

buyer (line 7). The preference list of each seller is reconstructed

by inserting the extended buyer right after the regular buyer with-

out changing the sequence of the original preference list (line 11).

When rebuilding the interference graph of channel s , we create a
regular and an extended nodes for each node in the original graph.

These two nodes inherit all the interference relationship of the

original nodes, and there is an edge between them, because they

cannot share the same channel, as they essentially represent the

same buyer.

5.2.2 Main Matching Algorithm. Given the transformed buyers

and sellers, the spectrummatching algorithm is shown in Algorithm

3. The process of seller application is similar to that of Algorithm 1,

but unlike Algorithm 1, we have different rules for regular buyers

and extended buyers to decide whether to accept or reject a seller.

(1) If buyer c belongs to the regular buyer set Ñ r
, she will

pick up no more than h̃c channels fromWc ∪ µ (c ) (line
17∼19), similar to that in Algorithm 1.

(2) If buyer c belongs to the extended buyer set Ñ e
, we will

consider all other extended buyers to rearrange theirmatch-

ing results. Let e be the counter to record the number of

channels assigned to all extended buyers (line 21). Firstly,

we will put every extended buyer’s matched channels µ (c )
to her waiting listWc , and clear her matched channels

(line 23). Then, we sequentially check the extended buyers

in a specific order ce
1
, ce
2
, ..., ceN . Let j denote the index of

buyer that is being considered, and initially set j = 1.

(a) If the number of channels matched to all extended buy-

ers equals E (the maximum number of channels for all

extended buyers), or every extended buyer either has

an empty waiting list, or fulfills her maximum quota,

the algorithm returns to step (1) (line 16); otherwise,

the algorithm proceeds to step (b).

(b) Buyer cej can choose her most-preferred channel from

the waiting list (just one channel), as long as her max-

imum quota is not hit (|µ (cej ) | < hcej ) and her waiting

list is non-empty (Pcej , Φ). Increase j by 1, and return

to step (a).

Given the matching result µ̃ of Alg. 3, we can obtain the original

matching as ∀c ∈ N , µ (c ) = µ̃ (ce ) ∪ µ̃ (cr ), ∀s ∈ M, if ce ∈ µ̃ (s ) or
cr ∈ µ̃ (s ), then c ∈ µ (s ).

5.2.3 Determine E. Now, we determine how many channels to

reserve for regular buyers. Assume that the minimum requirement

of every buyer is 1 and the channels are homogeneous (the inter-

ference graphs are the same), then finding the number of reserved

channels is equivalent to the graph coloring problem: coloring the
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer setN , seller setM, minimum requirement of buyers

hc ,∀c ∈ N , interference graph G.
Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := Φ.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.

8: whileV is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: L̃ ⊆ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned to

vi ’s neighbors among v1, ...,vi−1.

11: if L̃ is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in L̃ to vi .
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index inM tovi .
15: M =M \ {s},L = L ∪ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M − |L|.

nodes of the interference graph such that no two adjacent nodes

share the same color. To verify whether it is possible to color a

graph with k colors is a k−coloring problem, which is NP-complete

except for the cases k ∈ {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational

hardness, we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,

since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc , which may be

greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace the original

buyer in the interference graph
4
. Similar to that in Section 3, each

virtual buyer inherits all interference relationship of the original

buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the same original buyer

share an edge between them. In this way, we reduce the original

problem to the k−coloring problem. We rank all buyers in a specific

orderV = {v1,v2, ...,vN }
5
, and give every channel an index. Let

L denote the set of channels that have already been used. In each

iteration, we pick up a buyer vi inV (line 9), and seek for the set

of channels in L that are not used by any of vi ’s neighbors among

v1, ...,vi−1 (line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we

assign the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel fromM for vi and add it to

L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a channel.

The number of reserved channels for regular buyers is |L|, and the

number of channels for extended buyers is E = M − |L|.
Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A,B,C and

six sellersa ∼ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers are shown
in Table 1. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the transformed buyers

and sellers, also shown in Table 1. For simplicity, we assume that

4
We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the longest

transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the number of

reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will consider heterogeneous

interference graph for determining E .
5
The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but it is difficult

to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future works.

Table 1: Toy example

≻A ≻B ≻C
a : 6 c : 6 f : 6

e : 5 e : 5 c : 5
b : 4 f : 4 d : 4

f : 3 d : 3 b : 3

c : 2 b : 2 e : 2
d : 1 a : 1 a : 1

l 2 1 2

h 3 3 3

≻̃Ar ≻̃Ae ≻̃Br ≻̃Be ≻̃Cr ≻̃Ce

a a c c f f
e e e e c c
b b f f d d
f f d d b b
c c b b e e
d d a a a a

h̃c 2 1 1 2 2 1

≻a ≻b ≻c ≻d ≻e ≻f
A A B C A C
B C C B B B
C B A A C A

≻̃a ≻̃b ≻̃c ≻̃d ≻̃e ≻̃f
Ar Ar Br Cr Ar Cr

Ae Ae Be Ce Ae Ce

Br Cr Cr Br Br Br

Be Ce Ce Be Be Be

Cr Br Ar Ar Cr Ar

Ce Be Ae Ae Ce Ae

the interference graphs are the same for all channels. As the mini-

mum requirement of buyers are (2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as
shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix the order of buyers as A,A′,B,C,C ′. To
start with, we assign channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A′,
and channel c to buyer B, resulting in L = {a,b, c}. Then, channel
c is assigned to buyer C , since it is not occupied by her neighbors

A and A′. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C ′. We can

see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be reserved for

regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as 6 − 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a applies for buyer

Ar , and all other sellers applies for buyer Br and Cr . Buyer Ar and

buyer Br accepts seller a and seller c , respectively. BuyerCr accepts
seller c and f since her maximum quota is 2. In the second round,

as shown in Fig. 2(c), seller b,d and e applies for extended buyers

Be and Ce
, and seller f applies for extended buyer Ce

. Recall that

all extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The

waiting lists for buyerAe ,Be ,Ce
are Φ, {b,d, e, f }, {b,d, e}. We pass

buyerAe as her waiting list is empty. Buyer Be accepts seller e , then
buyer Ce

accepts seller d , making e = 2 = E. In the third round, as

shown in Fig. 2(c), seller b applies for buyer Ar , who accepts her.

The final spectrum matching result is shown in Fig. 3. We can check

that all minimum requirement are meet.
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.

TABLE I
TOY EXAMPLE

�A �B �C

a : 6 c : 6 f : 6
e : 5 e : 5 c : 5
b : 4 f : 4 d : 4
f : 3 d : 3 b : 3
c : 2 b : 2 e : 2
d : 1 a : 1 a : 1

l 2 1 2
h 3 3 3

e�Ar e�Ae e�Br e�Be e�Cr e�Ce

a a c c f f
e e e e c c
b b f f d d
f f d d b b
c c b b e e
d d a a a a

ehc 2 1 1 2 2 1

�a �b �c �d �e �f

A A B C A C
B C C B B B
C B A A C A

e�a e�b e�c e�d e�e e�f

Ar Ar Br Cr Ar Cr

Ae Ae Be Ce Ae Ce

Br Cr Cr Br Br Br

Be Ce Ce Be Be Be

Cr Br Ar Ar Cr Ar

Ce Be Ae Ae Ce Ae

is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.

TABLE I
TOY EXAMPLE

�A �B �C

a : 6 c : 6 f : 6
e : 5 e : 5 c : 5
b : 4 f : 4 d : 4
f : 3 d : 3 b : 3
c : 2 b : 2 e : 2
d : 1 a : 1 a : 1

l 2 1 2
h 3 3 3
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a a c c f f
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b b f f d d
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Ae Ae Be Ce Ae Ce

Br Cr Cr Br Br Br

Be Ce Ce Be Be Be
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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a : 6 c : 6 f : 6
e : 5 e : 5 c : 5
b : 4 f : 4 d : 4
f : 3 d : 3 b : 3
c : 2 b : 2 e : 2
d : 1 a : 1 a : 1
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.
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13: else
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16: end if
17: end while
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
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Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
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18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
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13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M
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15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
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A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
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extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
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such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
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for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
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5: end for
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17: end while
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
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are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
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simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
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to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
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c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E
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2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
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extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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5: end for
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such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
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it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
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verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
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to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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5: end for
6: L := �.
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11: if eL is not empty then
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13: else
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
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Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
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13: else
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15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
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c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
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4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
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to vi.
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16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
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13: else
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17: end while
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M
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15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
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simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
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to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.
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to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers
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consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
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are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
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simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
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to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.
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and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
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such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers
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number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
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Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
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to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

{     }

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

(d) Third round.
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
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simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.
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1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
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5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
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consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.
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are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
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simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
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(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
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extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

Algorithm 4 Determining E
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2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
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5: end for
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers
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longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
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simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
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to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
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c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
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5: end for
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coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
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verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
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ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
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13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

{     }

Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.
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Algorithm 4 Determining E

Input: Buyer set N , seller set M, minimum requirement of
buyers hc, 8c 2 N , interference graph G.

Output: E.
1: for all node c in G do
2: Create hc nodes to replace c in G.
3: Each of the hc nodes inherits all edges of c in G.
4: Create an edge between each pair of the hc nodes.
5: end for
6: L := �.
7: V := a random list of all buyers.
8: while V is not empty do
9: Remove the first buyer vi from the list.

10: eL ✓ L := the subset of channels that are not assigned
to vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1.

11: if eL is not empty then
12: Assign the channel with the lowest index in eL to vi.
13: else
14: Assign a new channel s with the lowest index in M

to vi.
15: M = M \ {s}, L = L [ {s}.
16: end if
17: end while
18: E = M � |L|.

coloring problem: coloring the nodes of the interference graph
such that no two adjacent nodes share the same color. To
verify whether it is possible to color a graph with k colors is
a k�coloring problem, which is NP-complete except for the
cases k 2 {0, 1, 2}. To overcome such computational hardness,
we propose a greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg. 4. Firstly,
since the minimum requirement of each buyer is hc, which
may be greater than 1, we create hc virtual buyers to replace
the original buyer in the interference graph4. Similar to that in
Section III, each virtual buyer inherits all interference relation-
ship of the original buyer, and every two virtual buyers of the
same original buyer share an edge between them. In this way,
we reduce the original problem to the k�coloring problem. We
ranked all buyers in a specific order V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}5, and
give every channel an index. Let L denote the set of channels
that have already been used. In each iteration, we pick up a
buyer vi in V (line 9), and seek for the set of channels in L
that are not used by any of vi’s neighbors among v1, ..., vi�1

(line 10). If the resulting channel set is non-empty, we assign
the available channel with the lowest index to vi (line 12);
otherwise, we retrieve a new channel from M for vi and add
it to L. This process continues until all buyers are assigned a
channel. The number of reserved channels for regular buyers

4We conservatively choose the interference graph of the channel with the
longest transmission range (least chances for spectrum reuse) to calculate the
number of reserved channels for regular buyers. In future works, we will
consider heterogeneous interference graph for determining E.

5The sequence of buyers may affect the performance of the algorithm, but
it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence. We will leave it to future
works.
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is |L|, and the number of channels for extended buyers is
E = M � |L|.

Toy Example. We assume that there are three buyers A, B, C
and six sellers a ⇠ f . The preference lists of buyers and sellers
are shown in Table I. Using Algorithm 2, we can obtain the
transformed buyers and sellers, also shown in Table I. For
simplicity, we assume that the interference graphs are the same
for all channels. As the minimum requirement of buyers are
(2, 1, 2), we create virtual buyers as shown in Fig. 2(a), and fix
the order of buyers as A, A0, B, C, C 0. To start with, we assign
channel a to buyer A, channel b to buyer A0, and channel c
to buyer B, resulting in L = {a, b, c}. Then, channel c is
assigned to buyer C, since it is not occupied by her neighbors
A and A0. Finally, we have to add channel d to L for C 0. We
can see that 4 instead of 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 channels need to be
reserved for regular buyers. Therefore, we can compute E as
6 � 4 = 2.

In the first round, as shown in Fig. 2(b), seller a proposes
to buyer Ar, and all other sellers proposes to buyer Br

and Cr. Buyer Ar and buyer Br accepts seller a and seller
c, respectively. Buyer Cr accepts seller c and f since her
maximum quota is 2. In the second round, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), seller b, d and e propose to extended buyers Be and
Ce, and seller f proposes to extended buyer Ce. Recall that all
extended buyers can have no more than E = 2 channels. The
waiting lists for buyer Ae, Be, Ce are �, {b, d, e, f}, {b, d, e}.

(e) Final matching result.

Figure 2: A toy example of the Extended Deferred Acceptance (EDA) algorithm (Algorithm 3).

5.3 Properties
Though strong stability is most desirable, the following proposition

tells us that it may not exist.

Proposition 5.1. Strong stable matching does not always exist.

Proof. It has been proved in [11] that for common goods (with-

out reusibility), a simultaneously fair and non-wasteful matching

may not exist, when minimum requirement is considered. Consider

a special case where all buyers interfere with each other, i.e., the

interference graph is complete, spectrum matching is equivalent to

common goods matching. Therefore, a strong stable matching may

not exist. □

Therefore, we focus on a relaxed stability concept [24].

Definition 5.2. (Weak Stability). A matching is weakly stable if it

is individual rational and fair.

Proposition 5.3. The matching result of the proposed EDA algo-
rithm is individually rational.

Proof. According to Definition 4.3, in the final matching, every

buyer prefers the current set of matched channels to any subset

of these channels, because as long as the maximum quota is not

exceeded, more channels will provide a buyer with a higher sat-

isfaction; every seller prefers the current set of matched buyers

to any subset of these buyers, because as long as the interference

constraint is not violated, more buyers will provide a seller with a

higher profit. □

To prove that the matching result of the EDA algorithm is fair,

we first introduce the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4. If a seller s is rejected by an extended buyer ce , it must
be true that ∀s ′ ∈ µ̃ (ce ), we have s ′≻̃ce s .

Proof. Assume that seller s is rejected by buyer ce at round

t , and µ̃t (s ) denotes the (temporary) matching result at round t .
We will first prove that ∀t ′ > t , |µ̃t ′ (c

e ) | ≤ |µ̃t (c
e ) |. If at round

t , the number of channels matched to buyer c reached her max-

imum quota, i.e., |µ̃t (c
e ) | = hce , it is obviously true that ∀t ′ >

t , |µ̃t ′ (c
e ) | ≤ |µ̃t (c

e ) |. If |µ̃t (c
e ) | < hce , consider round t + 1. If no

seller applies for buyer ce , we naturally have |µ̃t+1 (c
e ) | = |µ̃t (c

e ) |.
So we consider that a seller applies for buyer ce . Since all channels
temporarily matched to extended buyers other than ce at round t
are still temporarily matched to these extended buyers at round

t + 1, according to line 25∼32 in Algorithm 3, the cap E will be hit

before buyer ce is able to accept the ( |µ̃t (c
e ) |+1)th seller. Therefore,

we have |µ̃t+1 (c
e ) | ≤ |µ̃t (c

e ) |.
As seller s is rejected by ce at round t , we know that ∀s ′ ∈

µ̃t (c
e ), s ′ ≻ce s . Now, we consider round t+1. Since we have proved

that |µ̃t+1 (c
e ) | ≤ |µ̃t (c

e ) |, which means that the least-preferred

seller in µ̃t+1 (c
e ) must be better than the least-preferred seller in

µ̃t (c
e ), we can derive that ∀s ′′ ∈ µ̃t+1 (c

e ), s ′′ ≻ce s . Therefore, in
the final matching, we must have ∀s ′ ∈ µ̃ (ce ), s ′≻̃ce s . □

Proposition 5.5. The matching result of the proposed EDA algo-
rithm is fair.

Proof. Suppose there exists a type I blocking pair (s, c ) such
that ∃A ⊆ µ (s ), {c} ≻s A, and ∀c

′ ∈ µ (s ) \ A, ec,c ′ = 0. This

indicates that s has applied for but been rejected by both cr and ce ,
because otherwise, seller s would have applied for cr or ce instead of
buyers inA. For any seller s ′ ∈ µ̃ (cr ), it must be true that s ′ ≻cr s ,
because s is rejected in favor of other hcr sellers who are more

preferred than s . For any seller s ′ ∈ µ̃ (ce ), according to Lemma 5.4,

we have s ′ ≻ce s . This infers that no type I blocking pair will exist.

Therefore, the matching results of the proposed EDA algorithm is

fair. □

In conclusion, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.6. The matching result of the proposed EDA algorithm
is weakly stable.

6 SIMULATION
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed EDA

algorithm with two benchmarks for comparison: one is the ADA al-

gorithm without considering minimum requirement, and the other
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Figure 3: Performance of the proposed EDA algorithm. The number of sellers is fixed asM = 60. lc ∼ unif(5, 6),hc ∼ unif(10, 15).
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Figure 4: Performance of the proposed EDA algorithm. The number of buyers is fixed as N = 30. lc ∼ unif(4, 6),hc ∼ unif(10, 15).

is adapted from the matching process in TAMES, a spectrum dou-

ble auction mechanism [7]. The detailed adaptation procedure is

as follows. For every buyer c ∈ N , we create lc virtual buyers,

and transform the interference graphs according to the process in

Section 5.2.3. Then, according to a specific order of channels, we

sequentially find the independent set on the corresponding interfer-

ence graph to match to the corresponding seller. When seeking for

the independent set for a particular channel, we greedily pick the

buyer with the highestbsc /(dGs (c )+1) and eliminate her interfering

neighbors until the interference graph becomes empty [23]. Note

that bsc is buyer c’s bid for channel s , and dGs (c ) is the degree of
buyer c on interference graph Gs . We will refer to this matching

approach as TAMES in the following context.

We assume that buyers uniformly locate within a 100m × 100m
area, and the transmission range of a channel is drawn randomly

from the range [40m, 45m]. Buyers’ bids for different channels fol-

low independent identical distribution uni f (1, 100). For perfor-
mance evaluation, we focus on the following four metrics.

• Success ratio. A buyer whose matched channels meet her

minimum requirement is considered to be successful in the

spectrum matching process. We define the success ratio as

the number of such buyers divided by N .

• Buyer happiness. The happiness of a buyer is the average
rank percentile of her matched sellers [24].

• Social welfare. Social welfare is defined as the sum of suc-

cessful buyers’ bids for their matched channels [7].

• Running time.

Each simulation runs for 500 times on a ThinkPad laptop with

Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-5600U CPU at 2.60GHz and 12.00GB RAM

6.1 Success Ratio
As shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4, the proposed EDA algorithm main-

tains a 100% success ratio, meaning that the minimum requirement

of every buyer is satisfied. Even though TAMES transforms inter-

ference graphs based on the minimum requirements of buyers, it

fails to achieve a 100% success ratio. This shows that EDA can

better exploit spectrum reusability, and realizes a higher spectrum

efficiency than TAMES. In comparison, the success ratio of ADA is

the lowest. This confirms that the adaptation of the traditional de-

ferred acceptance algorithm cannot be directly applied to spectrum

matching where buyers have minimum requirements.

6.2 Buyer Happiness
The buyer happiness of the EDA algorithm outperforms those of

TAMES and ADA, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4, indicating that a

buyer are more likely to be matched to her more preferred channels.

This further confirms the (weak) stability of EDA algorithm: since

buyers are happier with the currently matched channels, they are

less willing to deviate from the matching results. ADA ignores the

minimum requirements of buyers, thus some buyers may suffer

from spectrum starvation in the final matching results, hurting the

average buyer happiness. TAMES merely groups buyers without

considering their preferences for different channels, resulting in a

low buyer happiness as well.

With more buyers competing for channels, a buyer has a lower

chance to be matched to her favorite channels, therefore, the buyer

happiness drops as the number of buyers increases (Fig. 3(b)). For

a similar reason, the buyer happiness will be enhanced if there

are more channels (Fig. 4(b)). Interestingly, as the number of seller

increases, the buyer happiness of TAMES first falls below then

surpasses that of ADA. The buyer happiness of ADA seems to be
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insensitive to either the number of buyers or sellers, the reason of

which needs more exploration.

6.3 Social Welfare
The social welfare of ADA is the highest, and the social welfare of

EDA is slightly better than that of TAMES, as shown in Fig. 3(c) and

Fig. 4(c). By completely disregarding the constraint of minimum

requirement, ADA matches buyers and seller solely according to

their preference lists, which depend on the buyers’ bid vectors

(recall that social welfare is the sum of successful buyers’ bids for

their matched channels), therefore resulting in a high social welfare.

It is naturally true that the increment in the number of either buyers

or sellers will improve the social welfare.

6.4 Running Time
It is shown that EDA achieves a 100% success ratio and a higher

buyer happiness at the cost of a longer running time than TAMES

and ADA, as shown in Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 4(d), but the time complexity

is acceptable. The running time of EDA is more sensitive to the

number of sellers than the number of buyers. This is because every

seller has to choose a set of non-interfering buyers to apply for,

which is equivalent to selecting independent sets on interference

graphs, the most time-consuming process in the algorithm.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a spectrum matching framework for spec-

trum transactions where buyers have maximum quotas and mini-

mum requirements.We first introduce the Adaptive Deferred Accep-

tance algorithm to tackle the problem of spectrum reusability, where

multiple buyers who are not interfering with each other can be

matched to the same channel. To fulfill the minimum requirements

of all buyers, we further develop the Extended Deferred Acceptance

(EDA) algorithm, which can generate an interference-free matching

that is theoretically proved to be (weakly) stable. Unlike optimiz-

ing matching over a certain objective function, stable matching

ensures that no buyers or sellers, albeit selfish, are willing to violate

the matching result. The simulation results confirm that EDA can

reach a 100% success ratio guaranteeing minimum requirements

of buyers, and EDA can achieve a higher buyer happiness, with an

acceptably longer running time than the benchmark algorithms.
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